Broadhurst Clarkson & Co., Ltd. of London:
Their 1971 Catalogue
Stuart Talbot, FRAS
The 1971 Catalogue is simply a printed
light blue dust-jacket 6x8-Inches, containing twelve folded 7x10-Inch loose-leaf
sheets printed in dark-blue Times Roman
type-face on white, many with photo-gravure block illustrations (Fig. 1). The inner
dust-jacket gives a brief background of the
firm:
‘Broadhurst Clarkson & Co., Ltd.were established over 200 years ago and have
been renowned for their Astroniomical
Telescopes and Accessories throughout
the world. Progress has been made in
many fields, but despite great scientific
breakthroughs in space, optics are still
basically polished as they were 100
years ago. Speed of polishing cannot
be increased, and high standard of
optics maintained. We pride ourselves
on the fact that our optics are made to
the same high exacting standard today
and are synonymous with our name.

Fig. 1 Title page and other pages of the 1971 Broadhurst Clarkson & Co., Ltd, (BC&Co.)
and also the inner just jacket which has been quoted in this paper. The pages showing
the various telescopes have been reproduced separately below. Author's Collection.

The enclosed catalogue lists our current range of products, although as always we maintain the right to alter design as necessary. The prices shown are
ex-works and cancel all previous prices
and are subject to alteration without
notice. Packing and carriage are extra,
and goods will be despatched insured,
by the most economical route. Packing
cases are returnable, carriage paid. The
introduction of currency changes, and
possibly closer ties with Europe, has
prompted us to give dimensions and
weights in Metric Systems and Pounds
Decimal.’
This famous London optical firm was based
at Telescope House, 63 Farringdon Road
London E.C.1, about ¾-mile from Ludgate
Circus, which divides the end of Fleet Street
from Ludgate Hill leading to St.Pauls Cathedral. Messrs. BC&Co. were perhaps the last
London manufacturers of robust and traditional Refracting Telescopes of an enduring
and timeless Victorian/Edwardian quality.
Led from the 1950s by the last family member of the founders, the very austere Mr
Leslie Broadhurst, this basic catalogue reflected both his business temperament and
perfectionist pride in his optical wares. Perusing the1971 price list just forty years on,
it is extraordinary to realise what incredible
optical quality money then bought (Fig. 2).
This is a personal memoir, with insights
from my London contemporaries based on
their experiences and interaction with the
Company in the 1970s.
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Their customers from all over the world
came seeking what they knew to be a bastion of traditional British optics, they ranged
from astronomers of every rank including Sir Patrick Moore; deer-stalkers; game
reservists; governments; nautical types, including lighthouse-keepers; aeroplane and
train-spotters; port authorities; target-shooters; and yacht-clubs. Many private commissions were constructed for Royal Houses in
the Middle East during the 1970s and 80s,
with BC&Co.’s 3 and 4-inch telescopes being gold-plated to their requirements!

Fig. 2 The page of the 1971 catalogue listing the prices of the reflecting mirrors and
flats. For the costs of actual telescopes, see
Figs 4-7.
My introduction to this firm in 1970 was as
a young scientific instrument dealer, then
trading at both Bermondsey and Portobello
Road antique markets in London at the age
of 24. Rack-and- pinions were a common
mechnical failing in 19th century astronomical telescopes bought at auction or in the
antique markets, so knowing where they
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manufacturing strategic optics and optical
sights for various Ordnance requirements
throughout WWII –this ensured standards
of quality from a bygone age were scrupulously maintained.

Fig. 3 Ernest Elliott at BC& Co. in 1992.

Fig. 4 Description and price of the BC&Co.’s
long distance signal station telescopes in
the 1971 catalogue.
could be expertly repaired or replaced was
inside knowledge. Re-seating and re-tapping screws was elementary practice too,
so instruments with such minor repairs
and adjustments were brought along by
astronomers, dealers and collectors from
far and wide to Telescope House in the Farringdon Road.			

The Senior Telescope Maker –
Ernest Elliott
The reason people came to this hive of
optical industry and know-how was the
firm`s loyal and most trusted senior telescope maker, Mr Ernest ‘Ernie’ Elliott,
who had been working continually in the
the firm since the early 1940s (Fig. 3), being then a young highly-skilled machinist and his was a ‘reserved occupation’, by

The introduction of both plain and crackled black enamel surfacing to the tubes was
introduced in WWII because leather-covered barrels deteriorated in humid tropical
climates and were devoured rapidly by termites. After the war their superior tanned
hides returned owing to customer demand
in the late 1940s and became a signature
feature of their best-selling signal and portable terrestrial refracting telescopes seen
here in the 1971 catalogue (Figs 4 and 5).

Fig. 5 Description and prices of BC&Co’s
portable terrestrial telescopes in the 1971
catalogue.

The repair, re-figuring and collimation of reflecting telescope mirrors were undertaken with his innate flair, understanding and
command of the laws of optics. Repairs to
older period instruments were welcomed,
as a change from his production lines, and
common repairs were usually ready for collection within a week or two. Complex refiguring and restoration of mirrors could
take quite a while, very few opticians being
capable of maintaining BC&Co.’s level of
customer satisfaction.
Ernie Elliott had the most incredible lathe
technique and it was an absolute pleasure,
in fact a masterclass to witness his lathe
dexterity, handling his care-worn lathe
components and tools, adjusting his lathe
bed clamps under and over, staying the
lathe-belt whilst negotiating a tricky skim,
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slipping the lathe’s leather drive-belt rapidly off the electric motor’s spindle, and
hand-finishing the workpiece in the chuck.
To his eternal credit, Ernie Elliott generously trained free and gave invaluable tips
to many younger machinists and restorers
who showed genuine creative interest in
his craft, in the late afternoon just before
closing.
The sheer confidence with which he could
wield a pair of 18-inch long-handled flatnosed iron pliers, known as ‘shanking
shears’ in the glass trade, and clip the lens
very daintily around the edge of an imperfectly ground lens or a replacement glass he
found worked to the required specification,
trimming it to size to fit the glass snugly

Fig. 6 Description of BC&Co.’s ‘famous’
3-inch astronomical telescope in the
1971 catalogue.

into place, without the need for trial-anderror grinding which could be very timeconsuming.
Lens-grinding, cleaning and edging was
short-cut by adapting a special wooden
chuck which he installed in his metal lathe
chuck, spinning the glass whilst grinding
the edge with folded wet glass-paper with
his amazing feel. Brass tubing of any length
was either cut by saw and /or sleeve-fitted
to a wooden mandrel of the required diameter neatly severed on the lathe.

Lens -grinding at Telescope House
As the BC&Co. 1971 catalogue introduction
states:‘optics are still basically polished as
they were 100 years ago ....the speed of
polishing cannot be increased.’
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Fig. 7 Descriptions of BC&Co.’s 3½ and
4-inch astronomical telescopes in the
1971 catalogue.

Fig. 8 1910 photograph of the BC&Co. workshops with Charles Tulley on the right.

Based on the 17th century system devised
by Robert Hooke (1635-1702) detailed
in the Preface of his MICROGRAPHIA
(Publ.R.Soc., London, 1665) and these
Hooke principles were subsequently
adapted by London optician John Marshall
(w.1685–d.1723) in carousel fashion allowing multiple glass blanks to be rotated and
simultaneously polished.1-4 This allowed
fixed multiple lenses to be ground simultaneously on an inner rotating convex drum,
with the upper rotating polishing-arms set

on camshafts rotating in the opposite rotary direction to the lenses mounted on the
drum.This lens-polishing required constant
supervision and regular dowsing in earlier
times - knowing when to cease grinding
was vital!
All the firm’s achromatic object glasses, for
both their hand telescopes and their popular 3, 4 and 6-inch astronomical refracting
telescopes (Figs. 6 and 7), were ground at
Telescope House on the 3rd Floor in rotating multiple lens-polishing machines based
on this technology.

The writer’s letter to the Editor in Bulletin,
No. 110 (p.13), informing he was priveleged on one special occassion in 1971,
to be admitted to BC&Co.’s lens-grinding
Room on the 3rd Floor of Telescope House.
Within this wainscotted room accessed by
ladder and an entry-style were the polishing drums, three or four 6-foot diameter,
each 30 inches deep, mounted waist-high.
There were flexible rubber tubes tubes
mounted on the rotating camshafts moving
over the fixed convex inner drum holding
the lenses, with their nozzles spraying the
lens-holding tools with water and jewellers
rouge and silicons.
The long and arduous grinding and polishing process could not be rushed, due to the
intrinsic frailty and cost of the optical glass
blanks and therefore polishing had to to be
regularly supervised by the hour.The larger
apertures such as the 4 and 6-inch achromatic doublets had to be timed over 72
polishing hours, necessitating a strict daily
log-book kept of the polishing time taken
every working day for each batch of achromatic lens pairs. These polishing timings
were a very carefully guarded trade secret
and the log book was kept in a locked cabinet. Smaller internal erecting lenses, adaptors and finders were separately made inhouse, by a specialist part-time BC&Co. optician who had originally worked for Ross.
He worked unseen but his know-how and
contribution to the BC&Co. erecting lens
systems and pancratic eyepieces was vital.

Spun-over Lenses
Fig. 9 (a) Heavy tube-drawing engine and (b)
close-up being operated here by Gerry Morris.
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To ‘spin-over’ and permanently seal telescope lenses into their brass cells was,
and is, an 18th-century London lens-mount-
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Fig. 10 (a) Brass sheet is cut and tied
ready for silver-soldering the join; (b)
mandrel is inserted and die fitted over
the end ready for drawing: and (c) the
final drawing completed.
ing practice, introduced by Peter Dollond
(1735-1820) in the early 1760s, as evidenced
by the introduction of his triplet achromatic lenses, and requires great sensitivity and
craft technique to execute on the lathe.
Ernie Elliott’s expertise was evidenced by
his years of practice, as any overt pressure
of the tool on the rotating lens with the
lathe-chuck spinning at speed, trimming
and pressurising the sliver-edge of brass
cell on to the edge-circumference of the
lens, in a very swift and clean rotary mechnical motion, including skimming off any
scurf or brass curl, giving a neat ‘spun-over’
finish to the combined lens and brass cell.
The outer circumference of the combined
lens and cell was then threaded if required
for internal fitting within the telescope, yet
again the pressure applied to the spinning
‘spun-over’ cell was critical in this outer
thread-tapping process.

The Tube -Drawing Engines
In the basement of Telescope House there
were two tube-drawing engines - one was
of truly historic interest having been used
in Islington Works of Charles Tulley (w.
1799-1846) and is to be seen on the right in
this 1910 photograph of the BC & Co. workshops (Fig. 8). This tube engine is now in a
private collection and with photographs
of it in use at BC&Co. operated by a young
man named Gerry Morris in the 1970s (Figs
9a and b). The pair of heavy cast-iron parallel plates about 6-foot in height accomodate three vertical spoked reduction gear
wheels set in train, so that when turning
the crank-handle a smooth and powerful
force is applied to the draw-chain. So that in
stages: (1) The brass tube sheet is moulded
over the steel mandrel and cut and bound,
so the brass tubing is then (2) pre-soldered
when wrapped over a mandrel of the desired diameter with the die fitted over one

end, and (3) when the handle of the tube
drawing engine is cranked the brass tube
of the required diameter is drawn through
the die and emerges with a polished finish surface with the neatly solder-seamed
along its length being practically invisible
(Figs 10a-c). The tube-drawing process was
patented by Joshua Lover Martin (son of
the celebrated Instrument-maker Benjamin
Martin) of London in 1782. Martin’s tools
were sold to Charles Tulley after his father’s
bankruptcy.

Lacquering
Lacquering of the BC&Co. brass tubes was
carried out with a very worn old favourite
horsehair brush applied to the spinning
brass tube on his lathe, which Ernie Elliott had pre-heated to finger-heat with his
acetylene torch to about 40oC and thus the
lacquer dried instantly sealing the applied
coat. Any free-hand lacquering of difficult
parts was an art on its own, the trick knowing how to match the lathe-spun lacquered
components in colour and density before
it dried! The workshop was rarely cleaned,
and only on Saturday mornings, so that
any excessive atmospheric workshop dust
raised had the weekend to re-settle.

In Later Years
The firm was sold by the elderly Mr Broadhurst being taken over by Mr Dudley Fuller
in c.1978 and has continued retailing in
modern astronomical optics, since then
trading as Broadhurst, Clarkson and Fuller
Ltd (BC &F Ltd). Their newer telescopes
were at one time re-branded as ‘Fullerscopes’. Modern astronomers continuing
demand for high performance and cheaper
optics meant the era of importing massproduced American, Chinese, Japanese and
Korean optics and sourcing optical specialities from other British firms and around
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the world had begun. Ernie Elliot worked
hard and attentively, adapting loyally to the
newly-imported optics assembly phase.The
arrival, unpacking and assembling of these
new optics however caused a great strain
on the extremely limited storage space
available at Telescope House.
The inevitable decline of BC&Co.’s telescope manufacturing at Telescope House
began, but older and traditional customers
continued throughout the 1970s and 1980s
to order from the classic BC&Co.’s instrument range seen in this 1971 catalogue,
which delighted their senior telescope
maker.The stream of enquiries and commissions for restoration to old observatory telescopes requiring attention, with repairs to
older BC&Co. items and scientific antiques
trade restorations kept Ernie Elliott busy to
his last day at the firm. When Ernie Elliott
retired from Telescope House in 1992, the
curtain on traditional 19th and 20th century
optical instrument manufacturing era in
London was finally rung down.
His last day at Telescope House was an emotional farewell after 50 continuous years’
service- he never touched a lathe again, I
believe.
In the following years many interested
engineers, turners and restorers enquired
about the destiny of the redundant equipment, including the lathes and lathe tools,
but all were rebuffed, being informed by
the Directors of BC &F Ltd that the lathes
and tools were being negotiated for a considerable sum to an American client: however no offer ever materialised, if indeed it
ever realistically existed. The lathes were
gradually dissembled and the tools simply
drifted away. SIS Member Victor Burness
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learnt tricky lathe techniques from Ernie
Elliott and had the great fortune to acquire
one of the firm‘s classic old lathes, which
he informs is still in daily use.
A true story – As modern telescope tubes
were introduced made principally of fibreglass and aluminium components, BC&F`s
eventual decision was to de-access the
large stock of old now-redundant old brass
tubes, so the firm eventually arranged
them to be collected by an unregistered
scrap-metal merchant. The unexpected
happened to the firm´s complete consternation: the scrap-dealer simply loaded his
van and drove off without settling or paying for his valuable and heavy load of old
brass tubes !
Recalling the extraordinary optical craft
skills he so generously passed on to those
seriously interested in his trade, Ernest Elliott died in January 2010, and with him a
lifetime of world-famous telescope-making,
in direct descent from the famous 18th and
19th-century London telescope makers.The
Broadhurst & Clarkson 1971 Catalogue and
Price List with its classic Edwardian and
Empire lines of sturdy optics and dependable quality is both a tribute and memorial
to this brilliant telescope optician.
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TRADE FOOTNOTES
Gedges & Son Lacquers
Their shop located near St. John’s Gate supplied the historic clock and watch trade
historically centred around the Clerkenwell Green area. Their Bronze-Green lacquer recreated the best late Georgian/ early
Victorian lacquer glow when skilfully but
sparingly applied, giving heavily restored
or damaged areas of brass back their varnished character.A lighter lacquer was Ross
No.1 and characteristic darker late 19th
century lacquer tones revived with their
Old Deep Gold.
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The lacquer fumes within Gedges old shop
in those pre-health and safety days made
their shopkeepers notoriously irritable and
appear drunk: symptomatic they were in
fact high on the fumes of their own shop
wares! Gedges eventually moved to premises virtually next door to Telescope House in
the Farringdon Road during the mid-1980s,
but soon afterwards had a disastrous fire in
their premises, when all their highly combustible lacquer stocks went up in flames,
rumoured to be spontaneous combustion.
Gedges never fully recovered and the firm
no longer trades. Lacquering was actually a quite separate specialist trade and
technique in the 19th century, involving a
six-year apprenticeship. The clock and instrument makers sent their completed instruments to specialist lacquerers for their
perfect lacquer coating.

Smith & Sons of Clerkenwell
Raw metal stockists for metal sheetings,
brass-tubing in all gauges and solid metal
cylindrical bar-sections: their warehouse
stood opposite St. Johns Street for over 150
years. Entered through side barn-doors into
a long 80-yard warehouse hangar, down
one side were long metal bar, rolls of copper, brass and refined metal extrusions laid
on racks. Long benches were provided for
trade customers and you noted the numbers waiting, and if your assessed waiting
time did not allow it then you simply returned another day!
Deadly serious were your order requirements as a sign overhung the far end which
read:
‘Ensure your Orders are correct when ordering as mistakes cannot be afterwards
rectified.’
Down the other side of the hangar ran a
60-foot trade counter behind which stood
five of the surliest counter-staff in London.
The order clerk was housed in a small cabin - handing him your written description
and measurements with matching sample
through a grimy cabin window ledge. You
were given a numbered order docket and
took it down the hangar to the two lady
cashiers seated in another glazed cabin
at the far end of the hangar. The cashiers
kept the order dockets whilst your order
was being sourced and cut in the range of
unseen racked metals in an adjacent warehouse, and strictly off-limits to all customers. Smiths cited the dangers of wandering
around metal stocks and sharp edges-no
chance to pick and choose.
When the counter-assistant returned
with your selected metals as off-cuts, they
were weighed in large commercial scales:

weights and docket number were shouted
over to the order clerks so that they could
invoice you, at the current London Metal
Exchange rates trading that day, calculated
per cubic hundredweight. Then payment
in cash was required before you could collect your purchases – many the occasions
when the metal off-cut purchased did not
match expectations in metal colour, gauge
or other factors.
Any disappointment voiced ensured that
Smiths counter-assistants would denounce
your specified order to their evident satisfaction, with the assembled trade sitting on
their benches hearing every word - quite
a humiliating experience back then! You
could not alter your specifications after
payment – you simply had to order and
pay once again, thereby learning to take
whenever possible a metal sample along as
a guiding reference. ���������������������
There was a large metal-guillotine and the off-cuts binned were
always worth a look, but their popularity
eventually counted against buyers as the
assistants  decided against their sorting for
re-sale!

Shoots Corner
This, at the junction of Clerkenwell Road
and St. John Street was first-call for watchmakers in London and many visiting horologists from all over the world, being a
clockmakers watch-parts heaven. Covering
the four floors and cellar of a valuable midVictorian building on a corner-site, each
floor had 12-foot high ceilings stacked top
to bottom with component drawers, glazed
cabinets and crevices in which lurked the
most obscure clock-making spare parts accumulated well over a century. Waiting at
their trade-counter was a very haphazard
affair, it being impossible to time the duration of your visit especially if those in front
of the queues had a long list of very finicky
requirements. The legendary Shoots counter-assistants had acquired their knowledge
over decades behind the trade-counter, personally knowing the whereabouts of the
most minute clock spare-parts and accessories and where they were to be found – in
the days before computers, modern stockroom storage practices and inventories.
Whispers that Shoots had suddenly ceased
trading overnight proved true, shocking the
trade in the early 1980s as the elderly owners had been made a commercial offer for
their prime-site building. Shoots fame and
stature was central to the trade: the end of
an era for the City’s traditional clock and
watch-making warrens surrounding Clerkenwell Green.The final demise of the traditional clock-making workshops after three
hundred years had begun.Throughout the
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1980s dozens of very long-established horological and craft enterprises and their
component suppliers closed as (1) the
new watch technologies and (2) rising
property prices and office conversions hastened their closure.

Notes
1. Robert Hooke, Micrographia or Some
Physiological Descriptions of Minute Bodies
made by Magnifying Glasses with Observations and Inquiries thereupon (London: R.
Soc., 1665 ).
18th

On the
page of the unnumbered 1665
PREFACE, beginning:
‘So that for Telescopes , supposing we had a
very ready way of making their Object Glafses of exactly Spherical Surfaces, we might, by
increasing the length of the Glafs, magnifie
the Object to any assignable bignefs. And
for performing both these, I cannot imagine more easy or more exact, then by this
following Engine, by means of which, any
Glafses, of what length so ever,may be speedily made.
It seems the most easie, because with one
and the same Tool may with care be ground
an Object Glafs, of any length and breadth
requisite, and that with very little or no trouble in fitting the Engine, and without much
skill in the Grinder. It seems to be the most
exact, for to the very last stroke the Glafs
does regulate and rectify the Tool to its exact Figure; and the longer or more Tool and
Glafs are wrought together, the more exact
will both of them be of the desir´d Figure.
Further,the motions of the Glafs and Tool do
so cross each other , that there is not one
point of either`s surface, but has thousands
of cross-motions thwarting it, so that there
can be no kind of Rings or Gutters made in
either the Tool or the Glafs.”
This engine is then described in detail: ‘The
contrivance of the Engine....’ and concludes
on the next page: ‘....by which two cross-motions the Glafs cannot chuse (if care be us`d)
but be wrought into a most exactly Spherical Surface.’ The Hooke Engine is illustrated
in Scheme 1 as Fig .3 in the upper Right-hand
corner, facing the Title Page I.
2. Anthony Turner, Early Scientific Instruments Europe 1400-1800 (London: Sotheby’s/ Philip Wilson, 1987), pp .204-5: ‘John
Marshall used a method of surfacing several
lenses at once on blocks of the same size.
This technique he developed from a hint in
Hooke’s Micrographia. InitiallyMarshall’s
method seems to have been used mainly for
spectacle lenses, but it was probably developed thereafter for small telescope lenses.’ In
his Index, p. 288, Turner refers to an important contemporary quote published in 1705:
‘I remember Mr. Marshal when he desir’d
the Royal Societies Approbation of his new

Method of grinding Spectacle and other
Optick-glasses, own´d he had first intimation of it from a hint of Mr. Hooke’s in his
book about the Polishing of very many very
small microscope Object-glasses at once.’
(In Richard Waller, The Posthumous Works
of Robert Hooke (London, 1705, X). John
Marshall´s multiple lens-grinding practices were virtually unchanged over 300
years in the London Optical Trade,from
the 1680s and by descent in the Trade to
the 1980s , witnessed here at BC & Co.
3. D.J, Bryden & D.L.Simms, ‘Spectacles Improved to Perfection and Approved of by the
Royal Society‘, D.J. Bryden and D.L.Simms, Annals of Science,50 (1993), pp. 1-32, see p.
16: 5.2 Marshall‘s method - Waller did not
specify the hint. Although there are several
references to grinding glasses in the Micrographia, the actual section that inspired Marshall cannot be identified readily; see p. 17
Edmond Halley‘s 1694 letter to Marshall emphasized the greater ease and certainty of his
method, in particular that he ‘could make a
great number of Optick-Glasses at one time
and all exactly alike‘ was repeatedly quo-

ted in Marshall‘s advertisment handbills (see
Fig. 2)  in the years following.
4.Allan Chapman, Englands Leonardo Robert
Hooke and the Seventeenth Century Scientific Revolution (IOP, 2005), pp. 158-159. Upon
the publication of MICROGRAPHIA in 1665
Hooke was challenged vigorously by the
French Astronomer Adrien Auzout about the
effectiveness of Hooke’s glass grinding ‘ENGIN’ which had never actually been tried out
in practice.Auzout chastised the Royal Society
for giving their imprimatur to Hooke’s untried
machine, in the light of their claim that ‘they
publish nothing but what hath been maturely
examin’d’.
Almost thirty years late John Marshall received
the Royal Society’s approbation from Edmond
Halley in his letter dated 24 January 1694 for
his improvements and contributions to the
glass grinding arts, thereafter referred to in all
his trade advertisements and handbills.
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Obituary
Jacques Van Damme (1933-2011)
Jacques Van Damme was born in Eeklo (Belgium) on 13 January 1933. In 1955 he
graduated as a civil engineer at the University of Ghent. He worked in the family owned
shipping company, Almabo, and served on its board of directors.
Jacques developed a passion for ancient instruments and over the years became an
expert on their history. He was a well-seen guest at congresses and conferences. Many
foreign scientists visiting the Low Countries would call upon him, always receiving
a warm welcome. Jacques would then invite local scholars for dinner. These dinners
often became mini conferences with interesting discussions, resulting in lasting friendships.
Jacques was often called upon to help
with exhibitions, mainly in Antwerp. He
could enquire within his circle of friends
in science museums throughout the
world about the possibilities of having
their instruments exhibited in Antwerp.
In 1993 a splendid collection of 16th century instruments from around the world
could be seen at the exhibition:‘Antwerp,
story of a Metropolis’. His greatest success undoubtedly was the exhibition, ‘Instrumentos Cientificos del Siglo XVI: La
Corte Española y La Escuela de Lovaina’
in Madrid (Carlos de Amberes), with an
unsurpassed number of Flemish instruments on display and for which a magnificent catalogue was produced.This was in no
small part due to Jacques’ incessant efforts to persuade museum directors to let their
-sometimes most precious- instruments travel to Antwerp or Madrid.
Jacques’ merits were recognized by the Royal Academy who made him a member of
their National Committee for Logic and the History and Philosophy of Science.
Jacques was a gentleman-scholar in the true sense of the word and will be dearly
missed.
Ad Meskens
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